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Executive Summary 

 
Background 

 

The Competencies and Skills Assessment Task Force was charged with identifying 

skills and competencies required for library staff.  A plan was developed for 

identification of skills, staff responsibilities, training and evaluation of training.   During 

research on this project, the team determined that skills needed to be tied to 

performance. 

 

Scope 

 

The task force identified six tasks (Skills Listing, Skills Database, Core Competencies, 

Performance Indicators, implementation of indicators, and skills training program).  

These tasked were focused on staff positions located in the library that was identified 

through the USF Classification and Compensation program.   

 

Process 

 

The task force conducted extensive research that involved resources from other USF 

Units, library competencies documents, and programs in other libraries.  The team 

incorporated information from national competencies program such as the American 

Library Association’s program and used extensive information from York University 

Core Competencies document.   

 

The completion of the tasks identified resulted in the completion of four projects (Skills 

Listings, Core Competencies, Performance Indicators and Skills Training Program).  

The skills listing project identified baseline skills for each functional area and position.  

This listed was incorporated into a database that provided a system to be used in the 

Skills Training program.  Core competencies were developed for library staff and were 

correlated to the performance indicators in USF Staff Evaluations. This document may 

be used to promote a baseline for fair performance assessment and standardized 

expectations across departments in the library.      

 

Results 

 

The task force completed the four projects.  The skills listing were developed into a 

database which allowed for the development of a skills training database to train current 

staff and prepare training for new employees.  This system will be available to all library 

supervisors through the USF Sharepoint system.   
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The Core Competencies and Performance Indicators document was approved by the 

library and is already in use for the current evaluation system.  The task force 

conducted departmental meetings, individual staff sessions and supervisor training to 

facilitate the introduction of this program.  Additional workshops were also conducted by 

Talent Management which involved dealing with change, performance self-assessments 

and supervisors training in the evaluation system.   

 

Recommendations   

 

The task force recommends full adoption of the skills database, Core Competencies 

and Performance Indicators, Training Forms and Skills Training plan.  This would 

involve a yearly review of the documents by a team from various library departments.  

Additional the skills database should be used to develop plans for all current and future 

staff with a one year transition for all current staff members.  The skills database should 

also be used to develop new staff job postings so appropriate skill needs are identified.   

 

Conclusion 

 

The task force developed the skills database and documents as an enhanced tools for 

library supervisors and manager.  This will provide some shared agreement and 

standardization with the library and increase library communication.  These tools will 

also provide inventories of staff skills to facilitate a competent workforce focused on 

achieving the strategic goals of USF and the Library while contributing greatly to student 

success.  
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Background 

 

Charge 

 

The Competencies and Skills Assessment Task Force was charged with identifying 

skills and competencies required for library staff to successfully fulfill their duties and 

responsibilities. The task force developed a plan that would identify skills and 

competencies required for various levels of responsibilities in order to recommend 

training and provide a means of evaluating training success.   

 

During the course of research, it became apparent that a comprehensive treatment and 

successful adoption of skills and competencies for library staff would need to be 

strongly linked to the staff development process and performance review system 

already in place at the University.  Performance indicators from the annual staff 

performance evaluation were defined and included in the task force's work and focus. 

Tying the skills, competencies, and performance indicators together was necessary to 

clearly define what the performance expectations are for the USF Library. 

 

Scope 

 

The task force initially identified specific tasks to be accomplished in order to meet its 

objects.  These tasks were: 

 

1.  Create Skills Listing  

2.  Develop Skills list into a database 

3.  Develop Core Competencies for Staff 

4.  Write and develop Core Competencies and Performance Indicators Document 

5.  Educate library staff on Performance Indicators Document and its application 

to the performance review process 

6.  Develop Skills Training Program that incorporates the competencies and skills 

 

All projects were to focus on staff positions in three Job Families in the USF 

Classification and Compensation program.  These families were identified as: 

1.  Administrative & Business Services 

2.  Campus Operations & Services 

3.  Library & Museum 

 

The project was limited to all job titles within these families represented in library 

positions and within pay bands B through D which represent staff level positions. 
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Process 

 

Literature Review 

 

The task force researched and reviewed several different types of resources including 

University projects currently underway, competencies documents for libraries in general, 

and programs already developed surrounding competencies for libraries.  Information 

gathered during the research process was used to formulate a strong grounding for the 

USF Tampa library skills and competencies.   In addition, the task force reviewed 

national academic library culture literature and checked project development against 

University goals and standards.  The American Library Association Competencies, Web 

Junction Competencies for Libraries, and New York University Core Competencies, 

though focused on librarian level work, helped to provide a basis and structure for the 

development of staff level competencies.  The York University Core Competencies 

provided a thorough listing of competency headings that was used as a foundation for 

developing our competencies listing.  Projects reviewed that were within the University 

System and related to core competencies included USF Parking & Transportation and 

USF Physical Plant.  These projects were primarily based on the USF Evaluation 

System and related skills to performance indicators listed on the staff evaluations.  The 

task force also reviewed the USF Standards of Service, USF Library standards of 

service and materials from the USF Talent Management professional development 

series of classes. These materials provided a basis for specific core competencies 

related to services.   

 

Projects  
 

The task force developed and completed four projects.  These were: 

1. Skills Listings  
2. Core Competencies  
3. Performance Indicators 
4. Skills Training Program 

 

Skills Listings  

 

The task force initial work began with developing a listing of skills required of staff 

members within each of the library departments.  This list eventually expanded to 

include applied knowledge, systems, concepts, and equipment skills required of every 

staff member with notations on departmental applicability.  After sorting by department, 

assessment levels were added to the skills listing in order to balance the need for skill 

detail, which could become cumbersome when applied to training. The assessment 

levels, developed by Jessi Hurd, allowed supervisors to place a depth of knowledge 
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needed on skills from unaware to expert that would allow one general skill to be used in 

several different areas.  Once the comprehensive listing had been developed, it was 

converted into an Access database.  LeEtta Schmidt imported the lists and assessment 

levels into a searchable database structure (Appendix B) which allows updating the lists 

and production of skills reports for each staff position and department (Appendix C).  

Assessment levels for each position and department were subdivided by three levels 

(New hire, six months, one year), to assist supervisors in developing training plans for 

new and current staff members.      

 

Core Competencies  

 

The task force used the York University competency list as a starting point for defining 

the staff's core competencies and creating a good foundation for the skills listing.  

However, final division of the core competencies into ten strategic areas was based on 

the USF Employee Evaluation system.  Eight of the areas are the standard performance 

indicators established in the annual performance review document and two were 

developed by the task force as performance indicators that should be used in future 

evaluations.  The additional performance indicators were "adaptability", which should 

apply to all staff members and "managing people" which would apply to those staff 

members who supervise others or student assistants.  Each strategic area included 

optimal core competencies that reflected the needs of the library and the skills required 

by a technically competent and productive work force.  These core competencies were 

developed as standards that would help promote the development of highly professional 

staff.   

 

Performance Indicators  

 

In order to provide guidelines that help to identify performance levels which relate to the 

optimal core competencies, the task force defined and created examples for each of the 

ratings as they applied to the performance indicators in the annual performance review 

form.  The document created combined the optimal core competencies with flexible 

performance indicator guidelines.  This document may be used to promote a baseline 

for fair performance assessment and standardized expectations across departments in 

the library.      

 

Skills Training Program 

 

The task force reviewed the USF Training program forms and made recommendations 

for change (see appendix E) in order to incorporate the library's core competencies and 

skills into an Skills Training Program for library staff personnel.  Training reports would 
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be used to develop plans for new hires so that they can achieve the indicated 

competency levels within the 6 month and 1 year time frames.   

 

Results 

 

The task force was able to complete all four projects intended to implement a 

comprehensive skills program for library staff personnel.   

 

The original Access skills database was linked to a Sharepoint site on the USF network.  

This will allow all supervisors to access the database in order to review skills listings 

and reports.  It will also provide a location for documentation and collaboration 

surrounding staff development and the annual review process.  Formal position reports 

are available on the Sharepoint site and may be downloaded for use in the training 

plans for new and current staff members.  Updates in skills and areas may also be 

accomplished through the site. 

 

The Core Competencies and Performance Indicators document was submitted to the 

Library Management Team for review and was granted approval in late November 

2010. This document allowed managers in the building to begin implementation of the 

included guidelines. Several training sessions were offered to facilitate the introduction 

of the document and process to the library.   

•  December 2010, Informal meetings were arranged with supervisors within the 

library and members of the task force to introduce the document. 

 

•  October 28th 2010????A workshop was conducted by Gabriella Harmon, 

Talent Management, on transitions.  This workshop was designed to help staff 

members deal with transitions of the organization and their departments. 

 

•  January/February 2011, Members of the task force conducted an all staff 

workshop to introduce this document to staff.  A presentation followed by a 

positive and open discussion was held.  Members of the task force later met 

individually with their staff members to discuss how the new process would be 

handled within their individual departments. 

 

•  May 11th 2011, A workshop for supervisors was conducted by Gabriella 

Harmon, Talent Management, on the USF evaluation system and how to 

incorporate the new Performance Indicators.  It also dealt with other topics 

designed to help supervisors write effective evaluations. 
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•  March 17th 2011, A workshop for staff was conducted by Gabriella Harmon, 

Talent Management, on how to write self-assessments to be used in their 

evaluations. This workshop was designed to help staff provide input into their 

evaluations and to help them understand their part in the evaluation process.  

 

Discussions with USF Human Resources, employee relations, facilitated minor updates 

to the document to add more flexibility for supervisors and provide clarification to help 

staff use the document more easily. 

 

Training reports from the skills database were used to evaluate skill training forms.  The 

USF Training plan forms were found to be useful for facilitating an Skills Training 

Program at the library with some minor edits.   

 

 

Recommendations   

 

The task force recommends full adoption of the skills database, Core Competencies 

and Performance Indicators, Training Forms and Skills Training plan.  Specifically: 

1. The Skills Database should be used as the basis for maintaining listings of 

basic skills needed for positions within the library.  The task force 

recommends that this skills listing be reviewed by all departments on a 

yearly basis for adding and updating of skills needed by staff. 

 

2. The Core Competencies and Performance Indicators should be used by 

supervisors, as the basis for reviewing and evaluating staff personnel. 

This document should be reviewed by a small committee of the library on 

a yearly basis to ensure it continues to be relevant to staff and 

supervisors. 

 

 

3. The Training Reports derived from the skills database should be used to 

develop plans for all current and future staff.   

 

a. The task force recommends a one year transition for all current 

staff members to allow them the opportunity to meet the 

recommended competencies levels for each skill required in their 

position. 

 

b.  New position postings should be reviewed to ensure that all the 

skills clusters listed in the training reports are identified.  These 
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reports should be used as a basis for posting and position 

descriptions for all staff. 

 

c. The skills training program should include the training report from 

the skills database for each new staff member.  Supervisors should 

develop a plan for each new employee to achieve full competency 

at the six-month and one-year point. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The task force believes the documents it developed will be excellent tools in the 

management, training, developing, and evaluating of staff personnel within the library.  

Task force composition lead to the development of a unified view of training and 

evaluation, standardization of basic skills set needed within the Library and contributed 

to increase across departmental communication.  The task force attributes its 

effectiveness to periodic and open communication of the process as it was being 

developed, coupled with appropriate transition training, which leads to a greater 

understanding and acceptance of the process by library personnel. These tools will 

provide a basis for conducting inventories on staff skills, training, and evaluations which 

will facilitate the creation of a competent workforce focused on achieving the strategic 

goals of USF and the Library while contributing greatly to student success.  
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Appendix E:  Skills Training Plan Forms 

Learning Plan Development 
Staff development is critical for employee and University growth. Planning for development 

with one’s manager is essential in identifying the knowledge and skills necessary to achieve 

department and organization objectives.  
 

Create a learning Plan 
 

The individual learning plan will identify the areas you most want to develop and the most 

effective methods to acquire skills and improve performance. 
 

1. Make a list of developmental needs and review with your supervisor. For example: 

• I want to speak up more in meetings and make a contribution in problem solving and in 

expressing what I need to accomplish my goals. 

• I want to be more confident in my presentation abilities in small groups or when 

presenting status reports to my manager and to clients. 

• I need to build a more productive relationship with a coworker that I usually disagree 

with. 

• I need to learn the latest upgrades to the current business systems. I need skills in the 

areas of budgeting and IT. 

• I am becoming more responsible for several administrative processes in our area. I could 

use better skills in improving the flow of paper through our department.  
 

2. Develop learning objectives based on your developmental needs: 

• Demonstrate the ability to use effective communication skills in staff meetings, and in 

gaining cooperation with peers. 

• Successfully contribute to group problem solving by applying a more effective methods 

of analyzing root causes and generating solutions. 

• Apply skills in active listening and resolving disagreements in productive manners. 

• Increase efficiency in assembling information for displaying data for regular reports 

available in the business system. 

• Demonstrate skills in administrative processes. 
 

3. Consider the variety if resources and actions available to accomplish learning objectives. 

These include: 
 

Assignments Coaching Education 

� A project with senior level 

� Job scope increase or change 

� Start-up project 

� Key presentation 

� Represent manager 

� Benchmarking other companies 

� Fix-it project 

� Project team leader 

� Project in another area 

� Specific ongoing behavioral 

coaching 

� Practice presentation 

� Watch role models 

� Refer them to other colleagues 

as advisers 

� Schedule follow-up meetings 

� Courses  

� Self-study 

� Books 

� Periodicals 

� Videos 

� Audios 

� Computer Based 

� Professional associations 
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4. Set a time frame within which to achieve each learning objective. 

 

5. Criteria for Success – How will you know when you have achieved your goal? How would 

you like to evaluate your success? For example: 

• I will make a clear presentation that gains the support and cooperation of my peers. 

• I will contribute to the successful implementation of solutions that improve outcomes in 

agreed areas. 

• I will appreciate the positive contributions individuals make and implement strategies to 

reduce distractions and minor annoyances in the work environment. 

• I will come back from functional training programs and implement the appropriate 

number of strategies to improve performance. 

 

6. List the persons who will serve as a resource to observe and give you feedback on your 

development. 

 

7. Learning Plan Review – Establish quarterly meeting dates and record results and 

agreements as a result of the meetings. 
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Learning Plan 
Name:  Area:  

Date:  Name of Supervisor:  

 

Learning Objective:   

Actions Target 

Date Completed 

   

   

   

Criteria for Success:   

 

Learning Objective:   

Actions Target 

Date Completed 

   

   

   

Criteria for Success:   

 

Learning Objective:   

Actions Target 

Date 
Completed 

   

   

   

Criteria for Success:   
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Learning Objective: 

Actions:    Target 

Date Completed 

   

   

   

Criteria for Success: 

 

Learning Objective 

Actions:   Target 

Date 

Date 

Complete 

   

   

   

Criteria for Success: 

 

 

Learning Objective:  Orientation 

Actions:  Check list for new employee, supervisor, and HR Target 

Date 

Date 

Complete 

   

   

   

Criteria for Success:   
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People who will observe you and give feedback: 

              

 

              

 

Learning Plan Review:   % of activities completed as of:    (date) 

 

Quarterly Review Meetings  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature:            Date:    
                       
 

Manager’s Signature:          Date:    

                                          

 

 

 
 

Meeting Date Notes 
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